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Abstract

This paper investigates the origins of sortal numeral classifiers in the Indo-Iranian lan-
guages.While these are often assumed to result from contact with non-Indo-European
languages, an alternative possibility is that classifiers developed as a response to the
rise of optional plural marking. This alternative is in line with the so-called Greenberg-
Sanches-Slobin (henceforth GSS) generalization. The GSS generalization holds that
the presence of sortal numeral classifiers across languages is negatively correlated
with obligatory plural marking on nouns. We assess the extent to which Indo-Iranian
classifier development is influenced by loosening of restrictions on plural marking
using a sample of 65 languages and a Bayesian phylogenetic model, inferring posterior
distributions over evolutionary transition rates between typological states and using
these rates to reconstruct the history of classifiers and number marking throughout
Indo-Iranian, constrained by historically attested states. We find broad support for a
diachronically oriented construal of the GSS generalization, but find no evidence for
a strong bias against the synchronic co-occurrence of classifiers and obligatory plural
marking. Inspection of the most likely diachronic trajectories in individual lineages in
the tree shows a stronger effect of the GSS among Iranian languages than Indo-Aryan
languages. Taken as a whole, these findings suggest that the association of classifiers
and optional number marking in Indo-Iranian is neither solely the effect of universal
mechanisms nor of the contingency of local contact histories.

Keywords

evolutionary linguistics – historical linguistics – Indo-Iranian – numeral classifiers –
plural marking

1 Introduction

Indo-Iranian languages display considerable diversity in constructions where
items are enumerated. Ancient languages such as Sanskrit and Avestan, which
possess rich nominal morphology, show a straightforward pattern where head
nouns agree in number with numerals and quantifiers; however, not all con-
temporary languages consistently mark plural number on semantically plural
nouns. Additionally, several modern Indo-Iranian languages make use of sor-
tal numeral classifiers, as in the Bengali example chɔ-ṭa boi ‘six books’ (six-clf
book), where ṭa is a classifying element that co-occurs with an enumerated
entity and where the noun does not inflect for number.
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Numeral classifiers are typologically uncharacteristic of the larger Indo-
European family, and their occurrence within Indo-Iranian has therefore been
attributed by some researchers to contact with languages from other stocks
(Emeneau 1956, 1965 [1980], Matisoff 1978, Thomason & Kaufman 1988). Oth-
ers see Indo-Iranian numeral classifiers as the grammaticalized outcome of a
general tendency in ancient and medieval Indo-European languages to place
generic and non-generic nouns in close apposition, a pattern that can poten-
tially lead to systems of nominal classification (Hackstein 2010). An important
confound in resolving this debate is the extent towhich Indo-Iranian languages
are subject to what is known as the Greenberg-Sanches-Slobin (GSS) gener-
alization (Greenberg 1972, Sanches & Slobin 1973). This generalization posits
an association between the presence of numeral classifiers in a language with
optionality (or even absence) of plural marking. If numeral classifiers aremore
likely to develop in languages with optional rather than obligatory number
marking, their emergence in Indo-Iranian might reflect a general tendency of
the sort captured by theGSS generalization. If not, Indo-Iranian classifiersmay
have arisen due to contingencies of the family’s history, especially its contact
history.

This paper explores the diachronic pathways by which the diverse pat-
terns seen in Indo-Iranian have developed. We employ an explicit phyloge-
netic approach to this question, inferring evolutionary transition rates between
typological states concerning the presence of numeral classifiers and option-
ality of plural marking on the basis of the patterns found in 65 Indo-Iranian
languages attested during different chronological periods. First, we use these
rates to operationalize two possible interpretations, whichwe termmutational
and selectional, of the GSS generalization. Specifically we observe whether
the rate of classifier development is higher in the presence of optional plural
marking than in the presence of obligatory plural marking; we also investigate
whether co-occurrence between obligatory plural marking and classifier pres-
ence is dispreferred in an evolutionary perspective. Subsequently, we use these
rates to infer the most likely diachronic trajectories in individual Indo-Iranian
phylogenetic lineages, allowing us to identify different pressures in the devel-
opment of classifiers during the history of the Indo-Iranian languages. While
we uncover broad statistical support for the GSS generalization, we find that
neither the GSS generalization nor language contact alone can account for all
instances of classifier development in Indo-Iranian. Interestingly, the role of
optional plural marking in classifier development appears to differ across the
two main branches of Indo-Iranian: Indo-Aryan languages develop classifiers
less frequently than Iranian languages, but the frequency increases again in the
context of contactwith languages fromnon-Indo-European stocks; Iranian lan-
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guages, on the other hand, appear largely to have developed classifiers after
prolonged periods of optional plural marking, in line with the GSS general-
ization. Given what is known about the sociopolitical history of the Iranian-
speaking area as well as the pattern and matter borrowing (i.e., the transfer
of morphosyntactic patterns and phonological material from one language to
another;Matras& Sakel 2007) thatwe observe in our data set, we conclude that
Iranian classifiers are largely a response to optional plural marking that was in
some cases helped along by contact.

In what follows, we describe the GSS generalization inmore detail.We then
provide a detailed description of the synchronic and diachronic patterns seen
in Indo-Iranian constructions where items are enumerated (Section 2). After
introducing our data coding and the model used to test our hypotheses (Sec-
tion 3), we present and discuss our main findings (Sections 4–6).

2 Background

2.1 Numeral classifiers
Numeral classifiers1 are usually contiguous to numerals in expressions of quan-
tity or, more generally, found to occur in the context of quantification
(Grinevald 2000:63). In this study, we define a numeral classifier as any mor-
pheme that, independent of its morphosyntactic status, is linearly adjacent
to a numeral (or an equivalent quantifier) when it occurs, and that functions
as an attribute of a head noun, together with the numeral. A numeral classi-
fier tends to have mutual dependencies (e.g., collocational, morphosyntactic,
phonological, or semantic) with both the numeral and the head noun. In the
following example of Mandarin Chinese, for instance, the noun shū ‘book’ can
only be combined with the numeral classifier běn. Furthermore, the numeral
liǎng replaces the general numeral èr ‘two’ in numeral classifier constructions.
If běn is not preceded by a numeral it has a set of different meanings.

(1) Mandarin (Sino-Tibetan)
liǎng
two.clf

běn
clf

shū
book

‘two books’

1 Alternative names such as numerative (Aikhenvald 2000:98) and nomifier (Haspelmath
2018) have been proposed for this phenomenon and related phenomena.
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Numeral classifiers are generally divided into mensural and sortal subtypes.
Mensural classifiers aid in partitioning anuncountable noun (e.g.,ModernGer-
man einGlasBier ‘a glass of beer’).2 Sortal classifiers, by contrast, are not limited
to uncountable nouns, and have been defined variously as:
– A member of a paradigm that forms a binary phrase with a numeral, which

in turn forms a binary phrase with a counted noun (Lehmann 2000)
– A grammatical element that occurs with nouns (regardless of their degree

of countability) in construction with numerals (Gil 2013)
– An expression that indicates a unit of counting or measure (Doetjes 2012)
Unlike mensural classifiers, sortal classifiers cannot be modified by an adjec-
tive: expressions like ein kaltesGlas Bier ‘a cold glass of beer’ have no equivalent
among sortal classifiers; sortal classifiers generally cannot co-occur with men-
sural classifiers, e.g., Maithili das(*-ṭā) kap cāy ‘ten (*clf) cup tea’ (Burghart
1992:I:117).

A third type of numeral classifier designates groups, similar to English a flock
of birds (e.g., Beckwith 1998:131–133). Such classifiers indicate a set larger than
one, including a pair. Sortal and mensural numeral classifiers do not indicate
any number on their own, but are differentiated by the type of noun they occur
with. Most languages exhibit numeral classifiers that refer to measures and
groups. This study exclusively focuses on sortal numeral classifiers, which are
much less common cross-linguistically and exhibit a very specific geographic
distribution.

While a numeral classifier can provide an index to inherent semantic prop-
erties of the head noun (its use is often dependent on these properties) and can
also carry pragmaticmeaning, it does not achieve semanticmodification in the
way that adnominal elements such as adjectives do.3 Furthermore, anaphoric
use is common, in which case the head noun is excluded.

2.1.1 Indo-Iranian classifiers
The diachrony of Indo-Iranian numeral classifier systems is not well under-
stood because of lacunae in the historical record, making it difficult to deter-
mine whether they developed as a response to the loosening of restrictions

2 They are usually considered to be distinct from pseudo-partitives, as inMiddle High German
ein glas bier-s ‘a glass of beer’ (Bauer 2017:33). Unlike pseudo-partitives, sortal numeral clas-
sifiers do not trigger special marking of the head noun.

3 In some languages, elements identical to numeral classifiers also occur in bare use with
nouns, marking them variously for definiteness or indefiniteness (Simpson et al. 2011).
Though these are often referred to as “bare numeral classifiers,” they fall outside the scope
of our definition.
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on plural marking, because of contact, or due to other factors. Attestations
of classifiers are largely absent from pre-modern Indo-Aryan languages, e.g.,
Old Bengali, perhaps due to stigmatization and suppression in literary regis-
ters (for discussion, see Barz & Diller 1985:168). It is however possible to trace
the development of certain numeral classifiers in the history of Persian, though
thematerial is incomplete and the exact pathway of development is somewhat
ambiguous. In the absence of evidence from the historical record, it is in theory
possible to infer whether classifiers developed due to language contact on the
basis of (1) the presence of matter borrowing and (2) languages’ proximity to
groups with numeral classifiers, but here, the picture is not entirely clear.

Lexically speaking, Indo-Iranian classifiers are a mix of inherited and bor-
rowed material. Agia Varvara Romani has borrowed the classifier -tane from
Turkish4 (and has obligatory plural marking):

(2) Dikhlém
see.1sg.pst

pándžtane
5.clf

raklá
girl.pl.acc

‘I saw five girls’ (Igla 1996:45)

The classifiers found in Indo-Aryan languages of South Asia tend to belong to
a core group of elements with transparent Old Indo-Aryan (OIA) etymologies,
which are supplemented with additional classifiers (Assamese has roughly a
dozen numeral classifiers, all of which appear to be from inherited Indo-Aryan
material). The most geographically widespread Indo-Aryan classifier is a reflex
of Old Indo-Aryan jana- ‘person’, occurring in Sinhala as the element denaa
(Geiger 1942:4) as well as in Eastern Indo-Aryan languages. Another common
classifier (Nepali vaṭā; Bengali, Oriya, ṭā; Assamese tā) is derived by Chatterji
(1926:684ff.) from OIA vr̥t-ti-ka-, a deverbal noun built to the root vart- ‘turn’.
The classifier goṭ, found in Maithili and other Eastern Indo-Aryan languages,
continues Old Indo-Aryan gōṭṭa- *‘something round’ (Turner 1962–1966:229).
With the exception of Sinhala, the aforementioned languages have optional
plural marking on most noun types, and tend to prohibit plural marking on
enumerated nouns that co-occur with numeral classifiers:

(3) Maithili
sāt
seven

-ṭā
clf

murgī
hen

(*-sabh)
pl

‘seven hens’ (Burghart 1992:117)

4 The Turkish form is generally thought to be an Iranian loan cognate to Persian dānah ‘grain’,
with devoicing of initial d- (Stilo 2018:138).
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However, in Nepali, where optional plural marking is the default, referen-
tial scales may require plural marking in some circumstances, leading to the
co-occurrence of numeral classifiers and plural marking:

(4) Nepali
cār
4

janā
clf

mitra
friend

* (-haru)
pl

‘four friends’ (Bhim Lal Gautam, p.c.)

In other contexts, e.g., for inanimates, Nepali number marking is entirely
optional in the presence of classifiers.

Iranian languages employ a more varied mix of inherited forms and bor-
rowed elements from Arabic as well as Turkic languages. Modern Persian
employs a number of Arabic terms in addition to the inherited classifier tā.
It seems unlikely that Persian borrowed these items as classifiers per se, since
the syntactic patterns characterizing Persian classifier use differ from those of
Arabic dialects with numeral classifiers.5 These classifiers of Arabic origin can
be found in related Iranian languages. Classifiers of Turkic origin are found as
well. Zazaki teney is a Turkish loan (the same element is found in Agia Varvara
Romani), and Pashto tana/teni may be from a Turkic source as well, though
these forms are ultimately Iranian back loans. The Sariqoli classifier tolmay be
of Turkic origin (cf. Uygur tal).

The full range of circumstances under which Iranian classifiers developed
is unknown, but Middle and Early Modern Persian provide a window onto
the usage of the precursor of the Modern Persian general classifier tā, which
continues Middle Persian (Pahlavi) tāg,6 a multifunctional element glossed as
‘item, unit, alone, single’ by MacKenzie (1971), who keeps this headword sep-
arate from tāg ‘branch’. The following examples from the Pahlavi Widēwdād
show a diverse range of uses:

(5) nay
reed

ēw
one

tāg
piece

‘a single piece of reed’ (Moazami 2014:272)

5 For instance, Persian employs a numeral classifier ra’s ‘head’ ( < Arabic) for animals. Green-
berg (1972:18–20) cites constructions from a 19th century Arabic dialect of Oman and Zanz-
ibar which employs the same word when counting animals, but in contrast to Persian usage,
it inflects for number.

6 To our knowledge, this is the only classifier-like element in Persian with historical attesta-
tion.
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(6) ēw
one

tāg
piece

frāz
forward

ō
to

ātaxš
fire

dahēd
give.imper

‘give once to the fire’ (Moazami 2014:254)

(7) bōb
fine_carpet

-ē
indef

bālišn
pillow

se
three

tāg
piece

‘a fine carpet (and) three-fold cushions’ (Moazami 2014:352)

(8) spiš
louse

-ē
ez

ayāb
or

rišk
nit

-ē
ez

tāg
piece

‘a single louse or nit’ (Moazami 2014:390)

(9) u
he

-š
3sg

nō
nine

-īh
abstract.suffix

tāg
branch

wēd
willow

barīd
bring.pst.3sg

‘he brought nine branches7 (of barsom)’ (Moazami 2014:468)

Mache (2012:171) cites the following example, in which tā(g) appears to be used
as a sortal classifier:

(10) čand
some

tā
tā

dānāgān
wise.pl

ī
ez

hindūgān
Indian.pl

‘some wise Indian men’

She argues on the basis of this example that Middle Persian is a classifier lan-
guage, though the evidence is quite restricted.We refrain from treatingMiddle
Persian as a numeral classifier language, given the scant, rather ambiguous evi-
dence and the fact that the loose morphosyntactic integration of information
in noun phrases containing tāg makes it difficult to determine whether they
meet the criteria we have chosen for numeral classifiers.

Numeral classifier constructions like those seen in Modern Persian are not
attested in Early Modern Persian. However, some constructions involving tā
‘piece, unit’ are found in Early Modern Persian. In these constructions, tā
marked for indefiniteness is followed by a number or quantifier.8 Most

7 MacKenzie (1971) keeps the headwords for ‘branch’ and ‘item’ separate. Regardless of whether
these entries should be separate, the use of ‘branch’ as a mensural classifier here is notewor-
thy. We see also the reduplicative plural tāg tāg (Moazami 2014:122).

8 Lazard (1963) states that this construction—e.g., indefinite nouns followed by a number or
quantifier—indicates an order of magnitude for large numbers (“nombres ronds”), and is
used for approximation with small numbers.
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instances are limited to one text, the Iskandar-Nāmah, which can be dated to
the 12th century CE (Lazard 1963:127), but this usage is conceivably reflective of
non-literary usage (Lazard 1963:217–218):

(11) Zangiyān
Zangi.pl

i
ez

nīmkušta
half.dead

tā’ē
piece.indef

čand
few

‘some half-dead Zangis (pej. ethnic term)’

(12) pariyān
Peri.pl

rā
obj

tā’ē
piece.indef

saδ
hundred

bā
with

rasūl
messenger

bifirist
send.imper

‘Send about a hundred Peris, with the messenger’

(13) tā’ē
piece.indef

duvēst
two.hundred

rā
obj

az
of

Zangiyān
Zangi.pl

bikuštand
kill.pst.3pl

‘they killed two hundred Zangis’

In the above examples, the appositional, loose morphosyntactic integration of
elements into the noun phrase is striking, as well as the discontinuity of the
noun phrase. In one example, the numeral element is followed by the object
marker rā, in another, the noun that the numeral element modifies. Adverbial
use of tā’ē constructions is found as well:

(14) tā’ē
piece.indef

čand
few

bar
dat

ān
this

zan
woman

zaδ
hit.pst.3sg

‘he dealt some blows to this woman’

Additionally, it is worth noting that in the above examples (though they are few
in number), tā’e constructions co-occur with nouns with overt plural marking,
while prenominal numerals co-occurwith unmarked nouns. The exact circum-
stances under which Early Modern Persian constructions came to evolve into
Modern Persian numeral classifier constructions remain unclear, if the Early
Modern Persian pattern is in fact the diachronic precursor of the Modern Per-
sian one. However, among its multifunctional uses, it is apparent that tā serves
as an optional means of integrating numeral elements into the noun phrase at
both diachronic stages, albeit with differences in the order of the numeral and
tā, as well as differences in rigidity of the placement of the numeral element
with respect to the noun being modified.

It is clear that classifier-like uses of tāg were on the rise during Middle
Persian times. This is roughly the earliest date at which Turkic and Iranian
languages were in contact (Golden 2006). It is possible that Turkic influence
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led to the conventionalization in Early Modern Persian of this incipient ten-
dency toward classifier-like constructions, though we have no overt evidence
of Turkish influence in the form of matter borrowing (conversely, several Tur-
kic classifiers are made up of borrowed Iranian matter).

Although the Persian historical record provides a slender window onto their
development, the conditions that gave rise to numeral classifiers across Indo-
Iranian are not entirely clear from the empirical coverage available. We hope
to shed further light on the origins of Indo-Iranian numeral classifiers using a
probabilistic methodology capable of quantifying the most likely trajectories
of classifier development in this subgroup.

2.2 Optionality of plural marking
In a given language, individual nouns with plural reference may differ in terms
of whether plural number must, cannot, or may be morphologically marked
on them. Several Indo-Iranian languages, particularly older ones, have rigorous
rules requiring that all semantically plural nouns take plural marking. In some
Indo-Iranian languages, phonological and morphological change has resulted
in paradigms where morphological plural cannot be marked on some noun
types in some cases, i.e., where singular and plural forms are formally identical.
In the remaining Indo-Iranian languages, pluralmarking on somenoun types is
optional, though it is rarely the case that optional plural marking is allowed on
all noun types and pronouns; it is usually required on first person pronouns, at
the very least, and tends to be sensitive to referential scales such as the animacy
hierarchy (Silverstein 1976). Noun types which take optional plural marking in
plural referential contexts are said to exhibit transnumerality or optional plural
marking (cf. Corbett 2000:9–19), and it is generally the case that certain kind-
denoting nouns can be partitioned into entities via strategies other than plural
marking, rendering plural marking on such nouns as optional at best, if even
allowed.

In the World Atlas of Language Structures, Haspelmath (2013) establishes
three degrees of plural optionality (impossible, optional and obligatory), cross-
classified against animacy types. In this coding scheme, a language is coded
as having obligatory number marking even when the distinction between sin-
gular and plural is neutralized in the context of numerals and other quan-
tity words. Since here we are interested in the interaction between numer-
als, classifiers and number marking we opt for a coding scheme that keeps
these three dimensions distinct. Specifically, we code any variation in nominal
number marking as optional marking, regardless of whether there is a con-
comitant numeral (or numeral and classifier) in the same noun phrase. For
present purposes we also gloss over distinctions in animacy contexts, or any
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other semantic or pragmatic dimension that might regulate the appearance of
specific number markers.

2.2.1 Number marking in Indo-Iranian
Full information regarding the Indo-Iranian languages surveyed in this paper
can be found in the Appendix. Here, we give a synopsis of the behavior seen
across Indo-Iranian in the domain of enumeration, taking into account all
attested chronological stages, highlighting examples which we believe to be
important.

The presence of classifier systems in Indo-Iranian languages has attracted a
fair amount of interest, particularly in contact linguistics (Thomason & Kauf-
man 1988:85ff.). Numeral classifiers are concentrated in the east of the Indo-
Aryan-speaking region (with some possible exceptions described below);
Assamese, the easternmost I-A language, has the largest number, with at least a
dozen. The proximity of Indo-Aryan languages with numeral classifier systems
tomainland Southeast Asia is conspicuous. Emeneau (1956, 1965 [1980]) identi-
fies numeral classifiers as a marker of the Indian linguistic area, but notes also
that Indian numeral classifier systems “look like a western outlier of an area
whose centre is in East and Southeast Asia” (Emeneau 1965 [1980]:33). Matisoff
(1978:78) states that “it seems obvious that the Nepali and Bengali classifier sys-
tems are due to T[ibeto]-B[urman] influence, while other Indic languages far
removed from the TB area show no signs of developing classifiers.”

Heston (1980:147–148) shows that many features which serve as the basis
for establishing India as a linguistic area, among them numeral classifiers,
are found in Iranian languages as well. She additionally makes the follow-
ing claim: “Lacking any contrary evidence, there seems no reason to assume
the feature [i.e., numeral classifiers] is absent, rather than under-reported, in
other Iranian languages [besides Persian and Pashto].” A survey of the evidence
shows that the Central Iranian plateau is indeed a hotbed for formally diverse
numeral classifier systems, whereas a handful of East Iranian languages appear
to have borrowed classifiers from Dari, Tajik or other dialects of Modern Per-
sian.

These views stand in contrast to Hackstein’s 2010 study on nominal classifi-
cation among the Indo-European languages; for Hackstein, numeral classifiers
found in Indo-Iranian languages are the grammaticalized endpoint of a family-
wide tendency toward apposition between generic and non-generic nouns,
though this account leaves unexplained why the distribution of numeral clas-
sifiers within Indo-European is so restricted.

The Old Indo-Iranian languages Sanskrit, Avestan, and Old Persian have
a rich morphological case and number system, and mark singular, dual, and
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plural number on nouns with the corresponding semantic number.9 Several
Middle Indo-Iranian languages show this behavior as well. Pali, the Indo-Aryan
language of the Theravada Buddhist Canon, generally maintains a clear mor-
phological distinction between singular and plural; although the nominative
singular and plural of ā-stems fell together due to regular sound change, a sec-
ondary plural suffix was recruited as number marking between the two num-
bers (Oberlies 2001:150–151). TheMiddle Iranian languagesKhotanese Saka and
Khwarezmian consistentlymarkplural number onnounswithplural reference.
For Khotanese Saka, this is largely due to the preservation of a case and num-
ber system similar to that of Old Iranian; for Khwarezmian, this may be due to
the fact that in a large subset of nouns, morphologized phonological processes
such as palatalization render the singular stem distinct from the plural stem,
e.g., ’kwnd ‘finger’ vs. ’kwnc-n ‘fingers’ (Durkin-Meisterernst 2009).

By contrast, a number of Middle Iranian languages do not consistentlymark
plural on nouns with plural reference, particularly for enumerated nouns. As
seen in the following example, plural marking on Middle Persian nouns is
entirely optional, particularly when the noun is modified by a numeral:

(15) ud
and

čahar-dah
14

dar
door

ud
and

mān
house

panz
5

ud
and

gāh
throne

sē
3

‘and fourteen doors andhouses five and thrones three’ (Skjærvø 2009:223)

The same pattern holds for Parthian (Durkin-Meisterernst 2014:271). In late
Bactrian, case and number distinctions have been neutralized due to the loss
of distinctions between final vowels, resulting in an unmarked form without
an ending which may be used with either singular or plural reference, and a
marked plural form (Sims-Williams 2007:40). Some Sogdian heavy stem nouns
show a form that is identical to the singular in plural contexts, e.g., aβt paxarē-
t vs. aβt paxarē ‘seven planets’, with overt plural marking found only in the
former example (Yoshida 2009:313). It is worth noting that Persian, Parthian,
and Bactrian nouns tend, in contrast to those of Khwarezmian, to have plural
forms that are a straightforwardly affixal extension of a singular “base” form,
with no stem alternation (this is true as well for Sogdian heavy stems, in nomi-
native case); this property has been associated with the presence of optional
plural marking (Acquaviva 2004:352–354), as there is no overt element that
marks singular nouns as unambiguously singular. Old Indo-Iranian languages,
in contrast, tended to have plural marking involving more than simply adding

9 IsolatedVedic forms show singular number on nounswith plural reference (Oldenberg 1909).
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an affix to the singular form, e.g., Sanskrit dev-a-ḥ ‘god (nom.sg.)’ vs. dev-ā-ḥ
‘god (nom.pl.)’. In these languages, historical phonological and morphological
changes affecting final syllables often resulted in formally identical singular
and plural forms, with optional pluralmarking carried out by suffixes that were
previously collective (e.g., Middle Persian -ān, -hā; Sogdian -t), or somehow
yielded a similar extensional, straightforwardly affixal pattern.

Modern Indo-Iranian languages show several different patterns. For some
languages, pluralmarking is obligatory. Certain languages of northern Pakistan
such as Palula, Kalam Kohistani, and Dumaki consistently mark plural num-
ber on nouns with plural reference. Number marking is obligatory in Sinhala,
which contains a complex and opaque system comprising at least three noun
types: those where the singular and plural are derived from a common base,
those where the plural is derived from an unmarked singular, and those where
the singular is derived from an unmarked plural. This system appears to have
come about via a complex series of developments: initially, plural suffixes were
lost in some nouns, leading to a state of affairs where singular marking was
optional (Nitz & Nordhoff 2010). In non-enumerative contexts, Ossetic con-
sistently marks plural nouns with the suffix -t-, cognate to the Sogdian plural
suffix; when a noun is enumerated by a numeral greater than one, the noun is
marked by the suffix -i (Digor)/-ɨ (Iron), synchronically identical to the genitive
suffix. According toThordarson (2008 [2009]:132), this suffix continues theOld
Iranian plural suffix *-ah. The author links this diachronic behavior to that of
Yaghnobi, where nouns are marked for oblique case suffix -i (perhaps < *-ah)
when enumerated.

Optional plural marking is found in a large number of contemporary lan-
guages, including Modern Persian, Kurdish, Zazaki, Bengali, Maithili, Dhivehi,
andothers. In linewith global expectations, the optionality of pluralmarking in
many of these languages is dependent on referential scales, with plural mark-
ing often required on nouns of higher animacy. No Indo-Iranian language in
our sample allows optional plural marking on pronouns, although some third
person pronouns have nomorphological distinction between singular and plu-
ral.

Another pattern, widespread in Modern Indo-Aryan, involves noun para-
digms with morphological restrictions on the expressibility of plural number.
For Hindi consonant-final masculine nouns, the direct singular is formally
identical to the direct plural, and distinctions in number can be overtly real-
ized only in oblique case forms.Near-identical restrictions of this sort are found
in Panjabi, Sindhi, and adjacent Indo-Aryan languages. Similar morphological
restrictions can be found in isolated Iranian languages. In Rakhshani Balochi,
nouns can be marked for indefiniteness and singularity via the suffix -e, but
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otherwise, there is no morphological distinction between singular and plural
(Barker 1969:3 ff.). In Sangesari, plural is consistentlymarked on oblique nouns,
but cannot be marked on direct nouns, except for a restricted set of items
(Azami &Windfuhr 1972:70ff.). Space does not permit a full investigation into
the forces responsible for the development of optional plural marking in Indo-
Iranian, though this will undoubtedly prove to be a valuable research direction.

2.3 The relationship between numeral classifiers and numbermarking
The best-known formulation of the observation that languages with numeral
classifiers tend to have no, or at best optional, plural marking on at least some
noun types (in constructions with numerals as well as those without them)
comes from Greenberg (1972) and Sanches & Slobin (1973). This hypothesis,
knownas theGreenberg-Sanches-Slobin (henceforthGSS) generalization (per-
mutations of the names may vary from work to work), is borne out by a large
number of languages. The statistical support for the hypothesis notwithstand-
ing (Tang and Her 2019), there are quite a few exceptions (e.g., Aikhenvald
2000:100–101) and this is also true of South Asia.

As noted in (4), for example, Nepali requires plural marking in the presence
of classifiers in at least some circumstances. Similar patterns hold for the Dra-
vidian language Kurux and the Sino-Tibetan language Belhare:

(16) Kurux (Dravidian)
saːt
seven

-jhan
-clf

kuke
girl

-xadd
-child

-ar
-pl

‘seven daughters’ (Tirkey 2017:389, shortened)

(17) Belhare (Kiranti)
sip
two

-paŋ
clf

maʔi
person

-chi
non.sing[abs]

‘two people’ (Bickel 2003:563)

Still, the GSS generalization appears to represent a dominant statistical ten-
dency, and a number of proposals have been put forth to explain why plural
marking is optional in many languages with numeral classifiers.

A prominent theory proposes that numeral classifiers help or are needed
to enumerate, individuate or partition kind-denoting nouns, i.e., nouns like
water or rice that involve non-individuated and uncountable reference. The
theory furthermore proposes that languages differ in their proportion of kind-
denoting nouns (Quine 1960, Silverstein 1976, Lucy 1992, Croft 1994, Krifka
1995). The statistical version of the GSS generalization follows from these two
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proposals: languages with more kind-denoting nouns are expected to be more
likely to use numeral classifiers in the service of enumeration; furthermore,
since kind-denoting nouns are inherently uncountable, number marking is
expected to be absent or at best optional on them. Most versions of this the-
ory assume that the proportion of kind-denoting nouns is constrained by
a referential scale, e.g., with human-denoting nouns being less likely to be
kind-denoting than, say, food-denoting types (Lucy 1992). Theories differ, how-
ever, as to whether the variation involves ontological or merely lexical aspects.
The ontological view argues that noun types differ cross-linguistically in their
ontological entailments: unlike count nouns, kind-denoting nouns designate
masses and material without attention to shape and form, and this has ramifi-
cations for cognitive domains beyond language (Cassirer 1923, Lucy 1992, Imai
& Gentner 1997). Under the lexical view, noun types vary cross-linguistically
according to whether the distinction between kind and entity is specified in
the lexicon or whether it is lexically ambiguous (Bisang 2002, 2017).

An alternative theory derives an absolute version of theGreenberg-Sanches-
Slobin generalization from universal structural configurations. Thus, genera-
tive accounts hold that classifiers and plural markers occupy the same struc-
tural position (Borer 2005). This predicts the incompatibility of numeral clas-
sifiers and plural marking. When they do co-occur nevertheless, as in Nepali,
Kurux or Belhare, the relevant markers are predicted to differ from those in
other languages, either because of different formal properties (e.g., the clas-
sifiers might not be real classifiers) or independent surface phenomena (e.g.,
the number marker appears where it does for phonological, not syntactic rea-
sons).10

At the same time, other theories reject the GSS generalizations and derive
the presence of numeral classifiers fromproperties that are not related to num-
ber marking: Aikhenvald & Dixon (1998) derive the probability of numeral
classifiers from a general typological variable of reference classification. Gil
(2013) sees them as an arbitrary conventionalization, possibly related to less
configurational noun phrases (Gil 1987). Lehmann (2010) argues that in some
languages they are simply necessary to give a numeral the status of a full
word. Under all these theories, the distributions of numeral classifiers and
optional number marking reflect independent historical contingencies, espe-
cially effects of language contact.

10 The generative account provided byGebhardt (2018) argues that Persian tā, which can co-
occur with nouns marked for plural number, is not a classifier in the sense that classifiers
in languages such as Chinese are.
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In what follows we assess the GSS generalization empirically, probing the
evidence for or against a diachronic correlation between numeral classifiers
and optional number marking.While overall the Indo-Iranian data seem to be
in line with the correlation, a number of observations challenge it:
– Optional pluralmarking exists in a number of Indo-Iranian languages, likely

a diachronic consequence of the loss of final syllable nuclei, and many of
these showno signof developingnumeral classifiers.More generally, option-
ality of plural marking is not a strong predictor for the development of
numeral classifiers in Indo-European. Some IE languages (e.g., Hittite) have
optional plural on nouns with numerals only, and nowhere else; in some IE
languages (e.g., Breton), singular number is even compulsorywith numerals.
None of these languages, however, developed classifiers.

– Modern Persian requires plural marking in certain referential contexts, in
which case it can co-occur with numeral classifiers, flying in the face of the
apparent incompatibility of overt plural marking and classifier use.

– A not insignificant number of Indo-Iranian languages, such as Nepali,
Kumzari, Yaghnobi, Pashto, and Sinhala, have numeral classifiers and oblig-
atory plural marking.

These observations raise serious questions as to whether the Indo-Iranian pat-
terns owe to development of general number and a subsequent need to par-
tition kind-denoting nouns. In view of this, we turn to statistical modeling
to assess the hypothesis. From the predictions enumerated above, we define
two versions of the GSS generalization that can be tested using a phylogenetic
model. The mutational GSS generalization predicts that languages develop
numeral classifiers with higher frequency in the presence of optional plural
marking than in the presence of obligatory plural marking, since classifiers aid
in partitioning kind-denoting nouns. The selectional GSS generalization
holds there is something inherently dispreferred about the structural combi-
nation of classifiers and obligatory plural marking, and that this co-occurrence
will be overall less diachronically stable than that of classifiers and optional
plural marking. The selectional/mutational dichotomy we have established
here can be compared to the distinction between source-oriented and result-
oriented explanations drawn by a number of scholars (e.g., Cristofaro 2012; see
Schmidtke-Bode 2019 for a survey).Wedescribe our operationalization of these
hypotheses in further detail below.

3 Data andmethods

We employ an explicitly phylogenetic method to address the mutational and
selectional versions of the GSS generalization, as described above. Given a
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phylogenetic representation of the languages in our sample, and assuming
that change in the linguistic features studied in this paper can be modeled
according to a continuous-time Markov (CTM) process, we can quantify and
approximate the temporal rates at which transitions between different feature
variants occur. These rates can be used to operationalize a wide range of ques-
tions regarding thediachronic dynamics of the features under study, and canbe
used to reconstruct probable trajectories of their development.Weuse the rates
themselves to quantify the overall strength of the GSS generalization over the
tree, while stochastic character mapping allows us to disaggregate this infor-
mation and explore individual languages’ histories, pinpointing developments
that may be due to contact and other factors not explicitly addressed by our
methodology.

3.1 Data
The phylogenetic comparative methodology that we employ involves two key
ingredients: a tree sample of 1000 phylogenies of the languages under investi-
gation, and a featural representation of each language of interest.

3.1.1 Tree sample
We infer timed phylogenetic trees for Indo-Iranian languages in our sample on
the basis of characters automatically extracted from ASJP data (Wichmann et
al. 2018) according to the method described in Jäger 2018.11 We use RevBayes
(Höhna et al. 2016) to carry out phylogenetic inference, placing clade con-
straints on Indo-Aryan and Iranian as well as on uncontroversial subgroups
within these clades such as Eastern Indo-Aryan, Insular Indo-Aryan, South-
west Iranian and Sakan (see Masica 1991, Cathcart 2015, Deo 2018 for discus-
sion of these subgroups). Additionally, we constrain the tree such that Old
Persian is the ancestor of Middle Persian and Modern Persian dialects and
Middle Persian is the ancestor of Modern Persian dialects, an uncontrover-
sial ancestry relationship. Ancient andmedieval languages serve as calibration
points for our tree, with dates sampled from uniform priors with the param-
eterizations listed in Table 1; in addition to these calibration points, we place
a Uniform(3600, 3800) prior over the root age of the tree; this represents
a range of dates (in years before present) directly following the breakup of
the Bactriana-Margiana Archeological Complex, accepted by most specialists
as the staging ground for Indo-Iranian dispersal (Kuz’mina 2007). We use a

11 We use ASJP’s 40-itemword lists rather than larger word lists due to the broader language
coverage of this resource.
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table 1 Calibration points for languages in the tree in years before present; dates are sam-
pled from uniform distributions with the parameters shown

Language Max age (YBP) Min age (YBP)

Sanskrit sans1269 3000 3400
Pali pali1273 2000 2300
Prakrit maha1305 2000 2300
Old East Rajasthani dhun1238 200 0400
Avestan aves1237 2600 2800
Khotanese Saka khot1251 1100 1300
Khwarezmian khwa1238 800 1000
Sogdian sogd1245 1000 1200
Bactrian bact1239 1000 1200
Parthian part1239 1800 2000
Middle Persian pahl1241 1400 1800
Old Persian oldp1254 2300 2500

Modern languages 0 250

Birth-Death tree prior and a generalized time-reversible model of trait evolu-
tion (Tavaré 1986) with gamma-distributed variation across rate classes and a
relaxed clockwith log-normal-distributedbranch-level ratemultipliers.We run
10,000,000 iterations of Markov chain Monte Carlo, discarding the first half of
samples and thinning the posterior tree sample to 1000 trees. The tree sample
can be seen in Figure 1.

3.1.2 Data coding
We surveyed grammars of 65 ancient, medieval and modern Indo-Iranian lan-
guages. The data collected consist of feature codings for each language accord-
ing to two variables of interest, concerning (1) the presence of numeral classi-
fiers and (2) optionality of and restrictions on plural marking. These variables
show the following attested values:
1. Numeral classifiers

a. Classifiers present: +clf
b. Classifiers absent: −clf

2. Plural marking
a. Optional plural marking in at least some contexts: −obl.pl
b. Obligatory plural marking in all contexts: +obl.pl
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4000 3000 2000 1000 0

Sanskrit<sans1269>
Assamese<assa1263>*
Bengali<beng1280>*
Oriya<oriy1255>*
Awadhi<awad1243>*
Nepali<nepa1254>*
Bhojpuri<bhoj1244>*
Maithili<mait1250>*
Bagri<bagr1243>
Old East Rajasthani<dhun1238>
Mewati<mewa1249>
Marwari<marw1260>
Domari<doma1258>
Agia Varvara Romani<vlax1238>†
Dumaki<doma1260>
Hindi<hind1269>
Panjabi<panj1256>
Siraiki<sera1259>
Sindhi<sind1272>
Dhivehi<dhiv1236>
Sinhala<sinh1246>*
Konkani<konk1267>
Marathi<mara1378>
Gujarati<guja1252>
Saurashtran<saur1248>
Prakrit<maha1305>
Pali<pali1273>
Kalam Kohistani<indu1241>
Shina<shin1264>
Kashmiri<kash1277>
Kalasha<kala1372>
Khowar<khow1242>
Palula<phal1254>
Torwali<torw1241>
Avestan<aves1237>
Khwarezmian<khwa1238>
Bactrian<bact1239>
Ishkashimi<ishk1246>*†
Shughni<shug1248>
Sariqoli<sari1246>*†
Khotanese Saka<khot1251>
Wakhi<wakh1245>†
Sogdian<sogd1245>
Yaghnobi<yagn1238>†
Pashto<pash1269>†
Sorani Kurdish<cent1972>
South Tati<esht1238>
Mazandarani<maza1291>*†
Parthian<part1239>
Iron Ossetic<osse1243>
Taleshi<taly1247>*†
Bakhtiyari<bakh1245>*
Luri<luri1257>
Old Persian<oldp1254>
Middle Persian<pahl1241>
Dari<dari1249>*†
Modern Persian<midd1350>*†
Judeo-Tati<jude1256>
Kumzari<kumz1235>*
Gilaki<gila1241>*†
Sangesari<sang1315>
Rakhshani Baluchi<west2368>
Zazaki<diml1238>*†
Ormuri<ormu1247>*†
Parachi<para1299>

(-clf,-obl.pl)
(-clf,+obl.pl)
(+clf,-obl.pl)
(+clf,+obl.pl)

figure 1 Sample of 1000 Indo-Iranian phylogenetic trees; tip colors represent languages’ states; for
languages with numeral classifiers, * indicates the presence of classifiers based on inherited
matter, while † indicates the presence of classifiers based on borrowed matter (but not neces-
sarily borrowed as classifiers per se). A maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree can be found in
Figure 7. The scale represents age measured in years before present.

Combinations of values for these variables in our sample can be seen in
Figures 1 and 2. To ensure that our inference procedure is tractable and mean-
ingful, we keep the number of levels for each variable low. We treat languages
with morphological restrictions on plural marking as having obligatory plural
marking, since languages with restricted plural marking tend to mark plural
number on nouns to the extent possible, whereas languages with optional plu-
ral marking choose not to mark plural number in contexts where it is possi-
ble (languages with morphologically restricted plural marking are denoted by
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the state morph.pl in the Appendix). This leaves us with a single binary fea-
ture ±obl.pl. Furthermore, we treat all four attested combinations of values of
±clf and ±obl.pl as a single feature with multiple values; e.g., Bengali has the
value (+clf, −obl.pl), as it contains contextswhere pluralmarking is optional.
This pared-down representation of the typological state space facilitates ease
of phylogenetic inference; we discuss ways of incorporating more fine-grained
information in the conclusion section of this paper.

3.2 Model and inference
3.2.1 CTMmodels of character evolution
Wemodel changes betweendifferent feature states via a commonphylogenetic
comparative method, the continuous-time Markov (CTM) process of charac-
ter (i.e., feature) evolution. Under such a model, transitions between different
states (i.e., feature variants) take place at non-negative evolutionary rates,
the inverse of which represents the average time the system spends in a given
state. Rates betweendifferent states canbe found in the off-diagonal cells of the
instantaneous rate matrix Q; diagonal cells of the matrix take values such that
rows sum to zero.12 We place prior distributions over the rates in Q such that
transitions occur over realistic time intervals, and infer posterior distributions
of each rate, as defined below:

(18) P(Q|D, T) ∝ P(D,Q|T) = ∑
T∈T

P(D,Q|T)P(T|T)≈ 1
|T| ∑

T∈T
P(D|T,Q)P(Q)

D represents the observed linguistic data; T represents the sample of trees.
The probability of the data given a tree and set of rates, P(D|T,Q), can be effi-
ciently computed via the Pruning Algorithm (Felsenstein 2004:251–255). Once
the posterior distributions of the rates are inferred, they can be used to recon-
struct the probability of a given character state at internal nodes of the tree
(i.e., nodes where no data are observed). Posterior rates can also be used to
carry out stochastic character mapping (SCM; Nielsen 2002, Huelsen-
beck et al. 2003, Bollback 2006), an iterative process which samples locations
on branches of the phylogeny where changes between states have the highest
posterior probability of occurring.

12 For a given timespan t, the row-stochasticmatrix Pt of transition probabilities between
all states (along with self-transitions) can be computed via matrix exponentiation: Pt =
exp {Qt}
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3.2.2 Phylogenetic hypothesis testing
The literature on the relationship between classifier presence and optionality
of plural marking surveyed above makes the prediction that certain pathways
of diachronic development will be highly disfavored, if not impossible. The
mutational interpretation of the GSS generalization predicts that classifiers
will be gained more frequently if the previous state is (−clf, −obl.pl) than
if the previous state is (−clf, +obl.pl).What we term the selectional interpre-
tation predicts that if the state (+clf, +obl.pl) is synchronically dispreferred,
then the rate at which languages abandon this state will be higher than the rate
at which they abandon the state (+clf, −obl.pl).

In linguistics, phylogenetic comparativemethods provide ameans of testing
for associations between pairs of linguistic features as they evolve in a tree over
time. A standard way of testing for correlated evolution between two discrete
binary features, such as ±clf and±obl.pl is Pagel’s 1994Discretemodel, which
assesses the relative model fit of a dependent model, which constrains evolu-
tionary rates in amanner thought to be compatible with correlated patterns of
evolution, against a null, independent model, which models two independent
character histories for each of the features in question (Pagel & Meade 2006,
Dunn et al. 2011). In the Bayesian context, a commonpractice is to carry out this
assessment using Bayes Factors (i.e., the ratio of marginal likelihoods for each
model). In this paper, we largely depart from this framework for the reasons
listed below.

First, the Discrete model tells us whether there is support for interdepen-
dent evolution, but suppresses most of the dynamics of change over the tree,
including directionality of change. Since directionality is built into our hypoth-
esis, we prefer to observe rates from a single model in order to determine
whether the classifiers develop more frequently in the presence of optional
plural marking—not simply whether a change in one feature correlates with
a change in the other feature. Second, the Discrete model has been shown
to exhibit problematic behavior under certain circumstances (Maddison &
Fitzjohn 2014); in particular, scenarios in which features undergo relatively
infrequent changes over the tree can be prone to false detection of the pres-
ence of correlated evolution, though this is not a problem for all datasets. Third,
while Bayes Factors have traditionally been viewed as a lean way of comparing
nested models, statistical science is gradually moving away from their use for
the purpose of hypothesis testing in favor of alternative approaches, for both
technical and conceptual reasons (Gelman & Shalizi 2013).

Given these concerns, the bulk of our analysis makes use of the computa-
tionally simpler approach of carrying out hypothesis testing within a single
model (cf. Kruschke 2011) and allowing themost plausible evolutionary story to
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figure 3
Character states and allowed state transi-
tions of the model used in this paper

fall out of these results. Our model involves transition rates between all possi-
ble combinations of (±clf, ±obl.pl) as long as these rates reflect a single state
change, i.e., we rule out the possibility of an instantaneous change from, say,
(-clf, -obl.pl) to (+clf, +obl.pl).13 The model is schematized in Figure 3. In
our analyses, we observe whether credible ranges of posterior values (or quan-
tities derived from these values) are compatible with the hypotheses explored
in this paper. Credible intervals (CIs) are widely used in Bayesian statistics, but
there is no general consensus on the cutoff that should be employed (McEl-
reath 2020:54ff.). We use a 95% CI, which is conservative in the sense that it
leads us to rule out a hypothesis only if it is supported by fewer than 5%of pos-
terior samples. Since most of our hypotheses are one-sided (i.e., is one change
typemore frequent than another?), we base our assessments on the upper 95%
range of posterior values.

3.2.3 Inference
We scale branch lengths by dividing them by 1000, and place a Gamma(1, 1)
prior over the rates Q, representing a prior expectation of one change per mil-
lennium on average. We sample from the posterior distributions of the evo-

13 This model, which allows only one-step cascading changes, received marginal Bayes Fac-
tor support over an unconstrained model where all logically possible transitions were
permitted (even those involving simultaneous two-state changes), and a Reversible-Jump
model (Pagel & Meade 2006) which allowed certain transition rates to be set to zero. We
note that the Bayes Factor is a less-than-idealway inwhich tomake such amodel selection
choice, but wish to emphasize that the choice of these three models has no real bearing
on the questions under investigation in this paper.
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lutionary rates (defined in eq. (18)) using the No U-turn Sampler of RStan
(Carpenter et al. 2017), aggregating posterior values over trees in the sample.
Posterior samples of evolutionary rates can be used to simulate ancestral states
at each unobserved node and simulate character histories over the tree, shed-
ding light on likely evolutionary trajectories involving the features of inter-
est.14

4 Results

In this section, we assess the overall extent to which Indo-Iranian classifiers
have developed in line with the GSS generalization, according to the separate
versions of the GSS generalization defined above. In the subsequent section,
we analyze individual disaggregateddiachronic trajectories. Theposterior rates
can be seen in Figure 4.

4.1 Mutational GSS generalization
The mutational GSS generalization predicts that classifiers are gained more
frequently in the presence of optional plural marking than in the presence
of obligatory plural marking. We quantify this difference by comparing the
posterior rates for the transition q((−clf, −obl.pl) → (+clf, −obl.pl)) with
those for the transition q((−clf, +obl.pl) → (+clf, +obl.pl)). Figure 5 gives
these rates, as well as the difference between their posterior distributions (i.e.,
q((−clf, +obl.pl) → (+clf, +obl.pl)) subtracted from q((−clf, −obl.pl) →
(+clf, −obl.pl)) for each sample in the posterior trace); positive values indi-
cate a higher preference for classifier gain in the presence of optional plu-
ral marking. 98.4% of posterior samples show a positive difference between
the two rates. This value, above our 95% CI, indicates substantial support for
the GSS generalization in its diachronic form; the development of classifiers
in Indo-Iranian languages appears to have been strongly influenced by the
presence of optional plural marking. The ratio of the transition rate q((−clf,
−obl.pl) → (+clf, −obl.pl)) to the transition rate q((−clf, +obl.pl) → (+clf,
+obl.pl)) is greater than one in the majority of posterior samples; this ratio is
greater than 1 in 98.4% of samples, greater than 2 in 91.4% of samples, greater
than 3 in 81.2% of samples, and greater than 4 in 70% of samples (this ratio is
greater than 1.58 in the upper 95% of samples). Despite our conservative cut-

14 Code available at https://github.com/chundrac/clf‑iir‑evo.
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figure 4 Posterior distributions of rates for each change type. Abbreviations as in Figure 2

off for credible ranges, it is still the case that a small proportion of samples
go against the GSS hypothesis. For this reason, we investigate branch-specific
developments in detail by carrying out Stochastic Character Mapping
(SCM) in §4.3, which allows us to draw inferences regarding themost probable
trajectory leading to the development of classifiers on each branch where they
emerge in the tree.

4.2 Selectional GSS generalization
The selectional GSS generalization predicts that the state (+clf, +obl.pl)
is synchronically dispreferred, and we expect this typological state to have a
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figure 5 Left: posterior distributions of rates for classifier gain given obligatory plural marking versus
classifier gain given optional plural marking. Right: Difference between rates of classifier gain
in the presence of optional versus obligatory plural marking; values greater than zero indi-
cate that classifiers are gained more frequently in the presence of optional plural marking as
opposed to obligatory plural marking.

higher exit rate than the state (+clf, −obl.pl). The exit rate of a state can be
computed by summing over all transition rates away from the state in question.
Hence, the exit rates for the relevant states are the following:

qexit((+clf, +obl.pl)) = q((+clf, +obl.pl) → (+clf, −obl.pl))+
q((+clf, +obl.pl) → (−clf, +obl.pl))

qexit((+clf, −obl.pl)) = q((+clf, −obl.pl) → (+clf, +obl.pl))+
q((+clf, −obl.pl) → (−clf, −obl.pl))

Figure 6 reveals that the exit rate for (+clf, +obl.pl) is higher than the exit
rate for (+clf, −obl.pl), but not substantially so; the difference in rates is
greater than zero in only 75.6% of samples. The fact that 24.4% of samples
are incompatible with the selectional GSS generalization means that we can-
not rule out the null hypothesis that (+clf, +obl.pl) and (+clf, −obl.pl) are
roughly equal in their stability, according to our criterion of a 95% CI. This
shows that there is nothing inherently dispreferred about the co-occurrence of
classifiers and obligatory plural marking; this state of affairs may arise less fre-
quently through diachronic change than the state (+clf, −obl.pl): the more
frequent trajectory (−clf, −obl.pl) → (+clf, −obl.pl)may reflect amore gen-
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figure 6 Left: posterior distributions of exit rates for the states (+clf, −obl.pl) and (+clf, +obl.pl).
Right: Difference between exit rate for (+clf, +obl.pl) and exit rate for (+clf, −obl.pl); val-
ues greater than zero indicate that (+clf, +obl.pl) is abandoned at a higher rate

eral bias or pressure towards unitization, while the trajectory (−clf, +obl.pl)
→ (+clf, +obl.pl) may occur for sociolinguistic and contact-based reasons.

Taken together with the results of the mutational GSS generalization, these
results indicate that any apparent bias against the state (+clf, +obl.pl) that
canbe detected synchronically across the Indo-Iranian languages (andperhaps
beyond) appears to have emerged from diachronic preferences towards the
development of certain structures in specific contexts rather than structural
constraints on co-occurrence.

4.3 Character histories
We carry out stochastic character mapping using the SIMMAP method (Boll-
back 2006) as implemented in the R package Phytools (Revell 2012). We
simulate character histories on a maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree con-
structed from our tree sample over 1000 iterations, drawing from the posterior
sample of transition rates. The standard way for visualizing the aggregation of
these histories is to use a density map, which represents the probability of a
state in continuous space over the tree using a color gradient. Visualization
can be a challenge for more than two states, since colors can become muddy
in regions where uncertainty over the state value of the character is high (Fig-
ure 7). For this reason, we supplement this visualization by an alternative one
that is based on maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates (Figure 8). We derive
the MAP estimates by tabulating for each branch the counts for each type of
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figure 7 Density map aggregating the most probable character histories over a Maximum Clade Credi-
bility (MCC) tree constructed from the tree sample
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figure 8 Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) character history over a Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC)
tree constructed from the tree sample. The numbers in each branch report the posterior sup-
port for the MAP transition history.
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transition history (ignoring the actual waiting times between transitions) and
taking the most frequent transition history.

The figures reveal striking differences in diachronic behavior between Indo-
Aryan and Iranian. In Indo-Aryan, classifiers emerge only three times (on
branches ancestral to Sinhala, Agia Varvara Romani, and several Eastern Indo-
Aryan languages), and their development is not preceded by a long period of
optional pluralmarking. In contrast, an overwhelming number of cases of clas-
sifier development in Iranianareprecededby lengthyperiods of optional plural
marking.

To ensure that these patterns (and specifically, this difference across the two
subgroups) are not simply an artifact of the topology of theMCC tree, we carry
out SCM on 1000 trees drawn from the tree sample, tabulating the number
of times classifiers are gained in the presence of optional plural marking ver-
sus obligatory plural marking within Indo-Aryan and Iranian. The results are
summarized in Figure 9 and they indicate that for Iranian languages, classifiers
develop more frequently in the presence of optional plural marking than in
Indo-Aryan languages.

5 Discussion

Taking all the findings together, the mutational version of the GSS generaliza-
tion has considerable support in the development of classifiers in Indo-Iranian,
but the Indo-Aryan results in particular suggest that classifier development is
not solely a response to optional plural marking. In what follows, we discuss
these developments individually, assessing the role of different factors that
potentially underlie the development of numeral classifiers.What is of particu-
lar interest in this are potential effects from language contact. To assess these it
helps to distinguish between cases in which Indo-Iranian languages have par-
ticipated inmatter borrowing of classifiers as opposed to potential instances of
pattern borrowing without any transfer of matter between languages (Matras
& Sakel 2007), as indicated by the coding scheme in Figure 1.

5.1 Indo-Aryan
As observed above, the MAP tree shows three clear instances of Indo-Aryan
classifier development: in Agia Varvara Romani, Sinhala and Eastern Indo-
Aryan. In Agia Varvara Romani and Sinhala, classifier development was most
likely not preceded by a period of optional plural marking, and in the case
of Eastern Indo-Aryan, the period of optional plural marking was relatively
short (and perhaps even an artifact of the charactermodel we used, which only
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figure 9 Number of gains of numeral classifiers in the presence of optional versus obligatory plural
marking for Indo-Aryan (left) and Iranian (right) over 1000 iterations of SCM carried out
using trees from the tree sample.

permits transitions involving a single change of state). These patterns favor
language contact as a more plausible explanation for the presence of classi-
fiers in Agia Varvara Romani and Sinhala, and perhaps this is even the case in
Eastern Indo-Aryan due to the relatively rapid succession of cascading state
changes.

Agia Varvara Romani shows clear evidence for matter borrowing of the clas-
sifier tane from Turkish (see above), possibly due to the prestige of the latter
language. The same element is also found in other Romani dialects that are in
contact with Turkish (Matras 2002:204). In contrast, the Sinhala classifier con-
sists of inherited phonologicalmaterial, and therefore does not point explicitly
to contact in the form of matter borrowing. Our quantitative results point to
a period of obligatory plural marking preceding the emergence of classifiers
(MAP support = .53). Incidentally, the Sinhala classifier construction is very
similar to that of surrounding Dravidian languages, especially Tamil. Sinhala
denaa still has itsmeaning ‘people’ in other contexts (Chandralal 2010). InMod-
ernLiteraryTamil (Lehmann 1993:112–114), numerals aboveonehave a so-called
pronominalized form with a suffix -ar. In Modern Spoken Tamil (Schiffmann
1999:132–135), pronominalized numerals higher than one add the noun peeru
‘name’ instead, which can also mean ‘person’. In both languages the newly
formednumeral canbeused attributively or pronominally. If used attributively,
it can precede or follow the head noun. In Literary Tamil, they have a marked
genitive reading instead if preposed. In Spoken Tamil, they have a specific or
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definite reading if postposed. The similarities with Sinhala are striking. In all
three languages there is [N [NumClf]]word order as at least onepossibility and
there is a connection with animacy, non-animate or non-human entities being
unmarked. Some Dravidian languages on the mainland have similar classifier-
like constructions for humans. In Telugu, for instance, numerals above eight
combine with the word mandi ‘persons’, e.g. padi-mandi ‘ten persons’ (Krish-
namurti & Gwynn 1985:106–109). This makes pattern borrowing from adjacent
Dravidian languages such as Tamil a likely source of the Sinhala classifier con-
struction.

For Eastern Indo-Aryan there is some evidence that medieval varieties had
optional plural marking. Mukherjee (1963:23) states that Old Bengali lacks
morphological number but has a number of optional periphrastic means of
expressing plurality. It is not clear whether this apparent optionality of plu-
ral marking co-existed with classifier use, as there is good reason to believe
that classifier use was suppressed in literary registers, our only source of data
on languages of this sort (cf. Barz & Diller 1985). Regardless of these specific
scenarios, our quantitative results suggest that even if these languages went
through a period of optional number marking, it was a relatively short period
(Figure 8). That such changes took place relatively rapidly suggests a historical
development best compatible with widespread language shift.

Support for this interpretation comes from the fact that Eastern Indo-Aryan
languages with numeral classifiers are spoken in the vicinity of Dravidian (e.g.,
Kurux), Austroasiatic (especially Munda, e.g. Kharia), and Sino-Tibetan (espe-
cially Tibeto-Burman, e.g., Jero) languages,many of which also exhibit numeral
classifiers. Striking parallels with the behavior of East Indo-Aryan classifiers
can be found in the Kradai language Khamti. In Khamti, [N Clf Num] word
order has an indefinite reading with the numeral ‘one’, while [NNumClf] word
order is definite. Interestingly, Assamese, Bengali, and Oriya have a connection
of word orderwith definiteness,where [NNumClf]wordorder is definitewhile
[Num Clf N] order is indefinite.

(19) Khamti (Kradai)
kuun4maau
bachelor

koo1
clf

leeung3
one

‘a bachelor’ (Inglis 2007:8, shortened)

(20) kuun4
person

saam
three

koo1
clf

‘three people’ (Inglis 2007:11, shortened)
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(21) Bengali
chɔ
six

-ṭa
-clf

boi
book

‘six books’ (David 2015:136)

(22) boi
book

chɔ
six

-ṭa
-clf

‘the six books’ (David 2015:137)

While further parallels and matches in morphosyntactic pattern are needed
in order to make a conclusive case for a shift from a language specifically like
Khamti to Eastern Indo-Aryan, the striking differences from other Indo-Aryan
languages, as well as the dynamics of change shown in the evolutionary sce-
nario that we infer, lend support to the idea that the typological profile of
Eastern Indo-Aryan languages is due to contact rather than diachronic trends
realized elsewhere in Indo-Iranian.

5.2 Iranian
In contrast to the situation in Indo-Aryan, Iranian languages appear to have
developed classifiers more frequently; classifiers emerge on nearly a dozen
independent branches within Iranian. Themajority of these developments are
preceded by extended stageswith optional pluralmarking; ultimately, the state
of affairs characterized by the GSS generalization appears to have been more
active in Iranian than in Indo-Aryan. Our results are also fully in line with the
historical record. For example, the development of full-fledged numeral classi-
fiers in Persianwas preceded by a prolonged period of optional pluralmarking.
Our evolutionarymodel suggests that thiswas the case in several additional lin-
eages.While these findings support the GSS generalization, contact is likely to
have played a role as well, especially since Iranian languages are spoken near
Turkic languages with classifiers.

Turkic and Iranian languages came increasingly into contact in post-
Sasanian times. However, numeral classifiers are likely to be a relatively late
development, post-dating the onset of the Turkic expansion from about the
5th century CE (Yunusbayev et al. 2015). TheOldTurkic (ca. 7th to 11th century)
corpus contains no sortal numeral classifiers (Erdal 2004:226), while the later
literary language Chagatay (ca. 14th to 19th century) in Central Asia exhibits
certain classifiers, such as baš ‘head’ (Bodrogligeti 2001:155), and classifier use
in modern Turkic languages is widespread, found among different branches
of Turkic, including Kipchak (e.g., Tatar, Chen Zongzhen & Yi Liqian 1986:70),
Oghuz (e.g., Turkmen, Clark 1998:169), and Karluk (e.g., Uzbek, Beckwith 1998).
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It is not clear at present whether this distribution reflects a widespread late dif-
fusion throughoutTurkic, the effects of some sort of drift or slant-like tendency,
or the inheritanceof a chronologically deep feature. Complicatingmatters,Tur-
kic classifiers are often Iranian loans; only in restricted occurrences do Iranian
languages borrowTurkic classifiers (e.g., Sariqoli ←Uyghur). Further research is
needed to address the question of whether Turkic classifiers are due to Iranian
influence, Iranian classifiers are due to Turkic influence, or both groups devel-
oped classifiers as a response to loosening restrictions on pluralmarking under
the influence of widespreadmultilingualism. Importantly, all of these compet-
ing scenarios attribute an important role to Turkic/Iranian contact history.

In some cases, the presence of numeral classifiers in Iranian languages
points to influence fromother Iranian languages. The numeral classifiers found
inWakhi, Yaghnobi and certain Pamir languages are identifiable asTajik. Tajik’s
importance as a lingua franca in the region makes borrowing into Iranian par-
ticularly plausible. Pashto has likely borrowed the classifier tana (m.)/teni (f.)
from a Turkic language, though it has been in the language long enough to be
integrated into the gender system and participate in certain phonological pro-
cesses.

In other cases, the role of contact is less clear. Kumzari, located inOman and
separated from other Iranian languages by the Persian Gulf, exhibits the classi-
fiers -ta and -kas (for human beings), formally identical to the Persian classifier
tā and the Persian word kas ‘person’. Kumzari is phylogenetically very close to
Old, Middle, andmodern Persian (Skjærvø 1989), though it is not clear that it is
a descendant of Old orMiddle Persian. Given the relative isolation of Kumzari,
it is possible that it developed these classifiers in parallel with Persian due to
parallel drift, but contact with another Iranian language is also a possibility,
since there has been longstanding migration to Oman from the other side of
the Persian Gulf (Barth 1983).15

The remainder of Iranian languages with classifiers (e.g., Mazandarani,
Taleshi, and Gilaki) share a core group of classifiers that are formally near-
identical to Persian ones (e.g., tā), but as in the case of Kumzari, it is difficult to
determine on the basis of sound change whether these forms are inherited or
borrowed; at the same time, the dominance of Persian over these languages is

15 Although the historical phonology of Kumzari is poorly understood, there is some evi-
dence that it preserves the consonant of Old Iranian final *-aka-, given the “etymologically
latent k” in the definite formmartk-ō (van derWal Anonby 2015:38) < *marta-ka-. Modern
Persian does not preserve this consonant (cf. tā < Middle Persian tāg ‘piece’, most likely
going back to a form *tāka-). However, Kumzari seems to show preservation only in con-
texts where the form is suffixed, making it impossible to determine whether the loss of -k
in -ta is regular or reflects a Persian borrowing.
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well established (Borjian 2009), lending circumstantial evidence to the notion
that they are Persian loans. Some Northwest Iranian languages have classifiers
not found in Persian, e.g., Taleshi gəla (Paul 2011, Stilo 2018), perhaps cognate
with Judeo-Tati gile ‘time, instance’ (Authier 2012:310).

6 Conclusion

Our findings suggest that the emergence of classifiers in Indo-Iranian is tied
to optional plural marking, partially explainable by a statistical universal prin-
ciple in line with the Greenberg-Sanches-Slobin generalization. At the same
time, we also find that Indo-Iranian classifiers emerged under contact, reflect-
ing local history and the contingencies of migration and trade. These results
seem contradictory when one approaches the distribution of linguistic struc-
tures from the popular view that conceptualizes universal pressure and areal
histories as conflicting, confounding, and competing factors. The contradiction
is resolved, however, if we adopt the view fromDistributional Typology (Bickel
2015) where emphasis is placed on the interaction between universal and areal
factors in shaping synchronic distributions (Bickel 2017). Interestingly, a closer
inspection sheds light on different patterns of development across the closely
related Indo-Aryan and Iranian branches, reinforcing the need for detailed
examination of variation in development across lineages in phylogenetic lin-
guistic work which may be accounted for via different functional and event-
based theories.

From a distributional perspective, the borrowing of classifiers (as matter or
pattern) is not the mere product of historical contingency. Instead, this bor-
rowing is driven by the decay in numbermarking, i.e., it follows the Greenberg-
Sanches-Slobin generalization. Such a scenario explains our finding that clas-
sifiers were considerably more likely to be borrowed in the absence than in
the presence of number marking. Areal effects alone cannot explain this dif-
ference, while universal effects alone cannot explain why classifiers entered
through borrowing rather through spontaneous developments (e.g. by reana-
lyzing nominal juxtapositions, as in Hackstein’s 2010 theory).

While our study supports a scenario of an interaction between universal and
areal effects,we caution that our simplified coding schememaynothavepicked
up all relevant factors and that further research is needed to consolidate our
conclusions.What is arguably themost urgent extension is amore fine-grained
coding that captures the distribution of number marking over specific noun
types, controlling for potential effects of a referential scale.
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Appendix: Language states

This section contains codings for languages used in this study. We make the
assumption that if an exhaustive search of a grammar does not turn up any
reference to unambiguous sortal numeral classifiers, then they are absent from
the language in question.

A.1 Agia Varvara Romani [vlax1238] (+clf,+obl.pl)
Singular forms are always morphologically distinct from their plural counter-
parts, usually via the addition of a plural suffix or alternation of the final vowel
(Igla 1996:23ff.). When a numeral greater than one modifies a noun, the noun
is morphologically plural (p. 45).When the counted item consists of indefinite
objects, then -tane ( < Turkish tane ‘piece, part’) appears next to the numeral;
anaphoric use of this classifier is obligatory (p. 45).

A.2 Assamese [assa1263] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Assamese has a large inventory of sortal classifiers. Plural marking is optional
(Borah 2012, Chowdhary 2012).

A.3 Avestan [aves1237] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural number is consistentlymarked, given rich agreementmorphology (Hoff-
mann & Forssman 2004).

A.4 Awadhi [awad1243] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Classifiers are present; information regarding plural marking is difficult to
extract from Saksena 1971:115 ff., but it appears to be optional.

A.5 Bactrian [bact1239] (-clf,-obl.pl)
In late Bactrian, case andnumber distinctions have beenneutralized due to the
loss of distinctions between final vowels, resulting in “an unmarked formwith-
out ending … which may be used with either sg. or pl. reference, and a marked
pl. form” (Sims-Williams 2007:40).

A.6 Bagri [bagr1243] (-clf,morph.pl)
There are at least three declensional classes, in one of which the plural and
singular direct forms are identical. The distinction between animacy and inan-
imacy, rather than ending in -i versus other segments, is made by the author,
who explicitly states that the suffix -ã is optional on animate nouns. This is
almost akin to a mixture of a system like that of Hindi, where plural cannot be
marked on some noun case forms, and a system where plural marking is truly
optional.
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A.7 Bakhtiyari [bakh1245] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Classifiers are present, and plural marking is variable (Anonby & Asadi 2014).

A.8 Bengali [beng1280] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Bengali has a large repertoire of numeral classifiers (David 2015:135). Classifiers
are obligatory with non-numeric quantifiers and lower numbers; optional with
numbers ending in ‘hundred’, ‘thousand’, ‘lakh’, etc. (p. 142). Numeral classifiers
cannot cooccur with nouns denoting a countable unit, e.g., units of weight,
currency, time, except in certain emphatic contexts (p. 142). Plural marking is
non-obligatory (p. 76).

A.9 Bhojpuri [bhoj1244] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Numeral classifiers are present, and plural marking is non-obligatory (Tiwari
1960:120, 228, 230)

A.10 Dari [dari1249] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Classifier use is common, but not obligatory; pluralmarking is optional; it is not
clear if plural marking can co-occur with classifier use as in Standard Modern
Persian (Kiseleva 1985:74–75; Ioannesjan 1999:58–59).

A.11 Dhivehi [dhiv1236] (-clf,-obl.pl)
For nonhuman nouns, plural marking is optional when plurality is clear from
context (Gnandesikan 2017:59).

A.12 Domari [doma1258] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Plural marking on enumerated nouns interacts significantly with whether the
numbers are inherited Indo-Aryan forms or borrowed from Arabic (seeMatras
2012:97, 188ff.). Plural number is optionally marked on nouns modified by 2–3
(inherited numbers), obligatory on nouns modified by 4–10 (Arabic numbers),
and optionally marked on nouns from 11 upward (Arabic numbers).

A.13 Dumaki [doma1260] (-clf,+obl.pl)
For virtually all nouns, the singular form is distinguishable from the plural
form (Lorimer 1939:24ff.); this is achieved via suffixation or a stem alterna-
tion.

A.14 Gilaki [gila1241] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Rastorgueva et al. (2012) list several classifiers. Classifier use is optional when
enumerating nouns, but appears to be quite common and obligatory in ana-
phoric use. In all examples given of counted nouns, there is no overt plural
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marking on the head noun (regardless of whether a classifier is present). Plural
can otherwise be marked by means of certain suffixes.

A.15 Gujarati [guja1252] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Cardona (1965:66–67) refers to the plural marker -o as “optional,” and it seems
to largely be omitted when nouns are modified by a number greater than 1; so-
called “variable” nouns display a special “dependent stem form” when they are
semantically plural, regardless of the presence of the suffix -o.

A.16 Hindi [hind1269] (-clf,morph.pl)
Hindi shows four declensional classes; the details of number marking are dif-
ferent for each one. Plural marking is not morphologically possible on C-final
masculine nouns in direct case (Oberlies 2005).

A.17 Iron Ossetic [osse1243] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural number is marked on nouns bymeans of the suffix -t- (Thordarson 2008
[2009]:117). In most contexts (except for contexts of enumeration, see below),
use of -t- appears to be obligatory. When a noun is enumerated by a numeral
greater than one, the noun is marked by the suffix -i (Digor), identical to the
genitive suffix. According to Thordarson (2008 [2009]:132), this suffix contin-
ues the Old Iranian plural suffix *-ah. Nouns enumerated by numbers greater
than one are always marked in a way that renders them distinct from singular
nouns.

A.18 Ishkashimi [ishk1246] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Ishkashimi contains at least three classifiers; nouns modified by a numeral
greater than one can appear in singular or plural form (Paxalina 1959:50).

A.19 Judeo-Tati [ jude1256] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Plural is marked on nouns with the suffix -ho (Authier 2012:79). Overt plural
marking on enumerated nouns seems virtually non-existent.

A.20 KalamKohistani [indu1241] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Kalam Kohistani achieves plural marking on a number of nouns via a vowel
fronting process, which also is found in oblique forms of nouns, and appears to
mark plural consistently on nouns (Baart & Sagar 2004:21). Theword khur ‘foot’
may show variability in plural marking, but it is not clear from the data given.

A.21 Kalasha [kala1372] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Plural marking is optional (Petersen 2015:35–36).
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A.22 Kashmiri [kash1277] (-clf,morph.pl)
According toWali & Koul (1996:190ff.): “plurals are formed from singular stems
by vowel change, palatalization and suffixation. A few nouns stay invariant.
Masculine plurals are formed differently than the feminine plurals.” Mass
nouns, most body parts, and borrowed English nouns use the same forms in
both the singular and the plural. Masculine nouns do not change for plurality
if they have certain phonotactic properties or are borrowed from Hindi/Urdu
and English with a final consonant.

A.23 Khotanese Saka [khot1251] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural number is consistently marked, given rich agreement morphology
(Emmerick 1989).

A.24 Khowar [khow1242] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Plural marking appears to be optional on the basis of examples provided in
Endresen & Kristiansen (1981).

A.25 Khwarezmian [khwa1238] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural is consistently marked (Durkin-Meisterernst 2009).

A.26 Konkani [konk1267] (-clf,morph.pl)
Certain noun categories have identical singular and plural endings in the direct
case; otherwise, plural is consistently marked (Almeida 1989:126ff.)

A.27 Kumzari [kumz1235] (+clf,+obl.pl)
From Thomas’s 1930 description, plural marking appears to be obligatory.
Kumzari numerals are nearly identical to their Modern Persian cognates; how-
ever, from seven upwards, the Kumzari numerals all end in -tā, which is ana-
lyzed as a suffix. For human beings, a suffix -kay attaches to the number one
yek(kay); for two onward, the suffix -kas is used. According to a newer descrip-
tion, the numeral classifier -tā or -ta in Kumzari can also occur on numerals
below seven (van derWal Anonby 2015:47)

A.28 Luri [luri1257] (-clf,-obl.pl)
According to MacKinnon (2003), plural marking is the same as in Modern Per-
sian. No information regarding numeral classifiers is provided.

A.29 Maithili [mait1250] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Maithili has at least two classifiers (Burghart 1992:v. 1, 117). The suffix -sab(h)
is an optional plural marker; when added to nouns that are inherently plural
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(e.g., vegetables), takes on the meaning “X and such things.” Some other suf-
fixes exist for reference to persons, used in formal speech (Burghart 1992:v. 1,
50–51).

A.30 Marathi [mara1378] (-clf,morph.pl)
Plural number must be marked on semantically plural nouns, except where
morphologically impossible, e.g., masculine kinship terms, certain loanwords
(Pandharipande 1997:366–367). Emeneau (1956:11) claims that Marathi has a
classifier jaṇ/jaṇi ̣̄ (f.) that appears “when nouns denoting persons are numer-
ated by numerals higher than four (and optionally for two to four).” Lambert
(1943:243) says the following: “When the numerals refer to persons, special
forms are used instead of don, tin, car; to other numerals the word zən (m.
zən, cf.fem. zəna(n); f. zəni, cr.fem. zəni(n)) is usually added. This word is often
added also to the special forms of don, tin, car.” No examples are given. Katen-
ina (1963:50) gives examples of the special forms doghe, tighe, ćaughe, as well
as the forms ȷáṇ (m.) and ȷáṇī (f.) ‘people’ which show the latter form as a
head noun, but never in close apposition with another (head) noun. The inter-
action between the numerals and ȷáṇ(ī) is striking; however, other grammars
gloss these special forms simply as ‘both’, ‘the three’, and ‘the four’ respectively
(Dhongde & Wali 2009:59). These forms appear in Old Marathi as substan-
tivized numerals, e.g., he tighe bhāu ‘these three were brothers’ (Tulpule 1963,
apud Southworth 1962:425).

A.31 Marwari [marw1260] (-clf,morph.pl)
There are at least three declensional classes, in one of which the plural and
singular direct forms are identical. Plural number is marked on plural nouns,
where morphologically possible (Gusain 2004:20, 29).

A.32 Mazandarani [maza1291] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Classifiers are present, and plural marking is optional (Nawata 1984:9–10).

A.33 Mewati [mewa1249] (-clf,morph.pl)
There are at least three declensional classes, in one of which the plural and
singular direct forms are identical. Plural number is marked on plural nouns,
where morphologically possible (Gusain 2003:20, 29).

A.34 Middle Persian [pahl1241] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Middle Persian can mark plural with the suffixes -hā and -ān, but plural is fre-
quently unmarked on plural nouns (Skjærvø 2009:223).
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A.35 Modern Persian [midd1350] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Modern Persian has several numeral classifiers, themost basic andwidespread
of which is tā, optionally used with numbers larger than one (Windfuhr &
Perry 2009:478). Plural marking is optional, but the noun being modified can
be marked for plural number if it has specific reference (Mahootian 1997:195).
Classifiers are obligatory in anaphoric use.

A.36 Nepali [nepa1254] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Nepali contains several numeral classifiers (Acharya 1991:100); plural number
is marked with -haru; according to Acharya this marking is optional (pp. 98–
99). From Acharya’s examples, -haru can can co-occur with numeral classifiers
(p. 100). According to Bhim Lal Gautam (p.c.), -haru is obligatory with human
nouns; however, non-human nouns cannot co-occur with overt plural marking
and a classifier.

A.37 Old East Rajasthani [dhun1238] (-clf,morph.pl)
There are at least three declensional classes, in one of which the plural and
singular direct forms are identical. Plural number is marked on plural nouns,
where morphologically possible (Metzger 2003).

A.38 Old Persian [oldp1254] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural number is consistentlymarked, given rich agreementmorphology (Kent
1951).

A.39 Oriya [oriy1255] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Oriya has several classifiers; plural marking is optional (Neukom & Patnaik
2003).

A.40 Ormuri [ormu1247] (+clf,-obl.pl)
According to Kieffer (2003:133), classifiers are used as they are in Dari.

A.41 Pali [pali1273] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Pali generally maintains a clear morphological distinction between singular
and plural; although the nominative singular and plural of ā-stems fell together
due to regular sound change, a secondary plural suffix came into use in order
to distinguish between the two numbers (Oberlies 2001:150–151)

A.42 Palula [phal1254] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural is consistently marked on count nouns with one of five suffixes, which
are accompanied in some cases by stem alternations (Liljegren 2016:103–104).
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A.43 Panjabi [panj1256] (-clf,morph.pl)
There are at least three declensional classes, in one of which the plural and
singular direct forms are identical. Plural number is marked on plural nouns,
where morphologically possible (Bhatia 1993:214–215).

A.44 Parachi [para1299] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Little information about interactions betweennumeralmodification andnum-
ber marking can be found in Kieffer (2009). According to Morgenstierne
(1929:50), plural marking is optional, and rare when a numeral modifies the
noun. No information regarding classifiers is given.

A.45 Parthian [part1239] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Durkin-Meisterernst (2014:272) describes a scenario for all of MiddleWest Ira-
nianwhereby pluralmarking is optional on all enumerated nouns, but animate
nouns are more often marked for plural number than inanimates.

A.46 Pashto [pash1269] (+clf,+obl.pl)
Plural number appears to be consistently marked on Pashto nouns (Penzl
1955:45ff.); most paradigms are relatively complex and contain stem alterna-
tions. Numeral classifiers are possible, and co-occur with nouns marked for
plural number, possibly with gender agreement (p. 82).

A.47 Prakrit [maha1305] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural number is consistently marked, given rich agreement morphology
(Woolner 1928).

A.48 Rakhshani Baluchi [west2368] (-clf,morph.pl)
Nouns can be marked for indefiniteness and singularity via the suffix -e; other-
wise, there is nomorphological distinction between singular andplural (Barker
1969:3 ff.).

A.49 Sangesari [sang1315] (-clf,morph.pl)
Classifiers do not exist in Sangesari. According to Azami & Windfuhr
(1972:70ff.), plural is consistentlymarked on oblique nounswith the suffix -uon,
but rarely on direct nouns, except for a restricted set of items.

A.50 Sanskrit [sans1269] (-clf,+obl.pl)
Plural number is consistentlymarked, given rich agreementmorphology (Mac-
donell 1910).
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A.51 Sariqoli [sari1246] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Classifiers are present, and plural marking is optional (Paxalina 1971).

A.52 Saurashtran [saur1248] (-clf,morph.pl)
Plural number is marked on Saurashtran nouns by means of two suffixes, -nu
and -lu ( < Telugu) (Ucida 1979:45–46).When a numeral greater than onemod-
ifies a noun, the noun is plural, but certain non-human nouns (e.g., days, years)
do not take plural form.

A.53 Shina [shin1264] (-clf,morph.pl)
Plural appears to be consistentlymarked on count nouns (Schmidt et al. 2008).

A.54 Shughni [shug1248] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Plural marking is optional, but classifiers do not appear to be present (Zarubin
1960).

A.55 Sindhi [sind1272] (-clf,morph.pl)
There are multiple declensional classes, in one of which the plural and singu-
lar direct forms are identical. Irregular plurals can be found for kinship terms.
Arabicwords often have distinctive plurals borrowed from the source language.
Plural number is marked on plural nouns, where morphologically possible
(Egorova 1966:27–28).

A.56 Sinhala [sinh1246] (+clf,+obl.pl)
When animate nouns aremodified by a numeral, the form of the numeral used
is different from that which is used when an inanimate noun is modified by a
numeral (Chandralal 2010:60). Plural marking is obligatory, when applicable.

A.57 Siraiki [sera1259] (-clf,morph.pl)
Certain noun categories have identical singular and plural endings in the direct
case; otherwise, plural is consistently marked (Shackle 1976)

A.58 Sogdian [sogd1245] (-clf,-obl.pl)
Sogdian heavy stemnouns occasionally show a form that is identical to the sin-
gular in plural contexts; this behavior displays variation (Yoshida 2009:313).

A.59 Sorani Kurdish [cent1972] (-clf,-obl.pl)
According to Blau (1980:45–46), the simple form of a noun can have either a
singular or plural reading. In general, plural number is marked with the suffix
-an.
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A.60 South Tati [esht1238] (-clf,-obl.pl)
According to Yar-shater (1969:78), “nouns modified by a numeral higher than
one, or by an expression denoting plurality, are generally expressed in the plu-
ral inChali [a particular dialect].” Occasionally, however, the singular is used. In
the other dialects, normally the singular is used for enumerated nouns. Plural
marking otherwise seems to be the norm.

A.61 Taleshi [taly1247] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Taleshi has a number of numeral classifiers, use of which is non-obligatory
(Paul 2011:181–182); additionally, “any noun following a numeral phrase is gen-
erally in the singular.” Elsewhere, plural number is marked with a suffix that
varies from dialect to dialect.

A.62 Torwali [torw1241] (-clf,morph.pl)
According to Grierson (1929:34), if a noun ends in a vowel, it can take a plural-
marking suffix -e; otherwise, the singular and plural forms are identical.

A.63 Wakhi [wakh1245] (+clf,-obl.pl)
Native Wakhi numeral forms are in competition with Tajik numeral forms
(Grjunberg& Steblin-Kamenskij 1988:89–90). Theword for twenty (bist) is bor-
rowed from Tajik, but numerals 20–30 can combine bist with either Wakhi or
Tajik forms in the digits place. A number of classifiers are borrowed fromTajik.
Unlike the situation in Yaghnobi, these classifiers can be used with bothWakhi
and borrowed Tajik numerals. Plural is marked with the suffix -iš(t) (p. 19), but
this marking appears to be optional.

A.64 Yaghnobi [yagn1238] (+clf,+obl.pl)
According to Xromov (1972:21–22), when numbers two and upward combine
with nouns, the noun is found in the oblique singular form; if measure terms
are used, the measure term is marked for oblique singular. The numerative ta,
borrowed from Tajik, can be used, but only with Tajik numerals. Outside of
the context of enumeration, -t/d is consistently used to mark plural number
on nouns.

A.65 Zazaki [diml1238] (+clf,-obl.pl)
According to Paul (1998:19 ff.), a morphologically singular noun can be used in
a generic sense, but nouns denoting a plurality, definite or indefinite, take the
plural ending. Plural marking is non-obligatory. An apparent sortal classifier
teney co-occurs with nouns marked both for singular and plural.
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